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Rally,
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Airfield
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with
Tom
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CLUB NIGHT IS (USUALLY) the 1ST THURSDAY EACH MONTH

******

at

******

UXBRIDGE SPORTS CLUB
Gatting Way, Park Road, Uxbridge, UB8 1NR
(off the A40, South from Swakeleys Roundabout
and then left at the 2nd set of lights)
Map Reference: 176/063849
HOT FOOD SERVED UNTIL 10.00 PM

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
7th July

20.30

CLUB NIGHT AT UXBRIDGE

Friday
8th July

10.00

BIG BANG FAIR
Uxbridge College. MCAC have a stand/workshop at this event. All offers of help to Mike Hurst.

Sunday
17thJuly

09.30

UXBRIDGE AUTOSHOW
Another Annual visit to the Showground for our usual attendance.
Contact Brian if you have a car to display and require Entry Tickets.

Sunday
24th
July

12.00

CHRISTINE POXON CELEBRATION FUN RUN
Another visit to the Oxfordshire Countryside, stating from Oxford
Services on the M40 – see later in this issue, or the website, for full
details.
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Wednesday
3rd August

14.30

CLASSICS ON THE GREEN
MCAC will have the usual display on the Green and will pay for
the pitch and sandwiches as usual. Although most of the activity is in the evening (the Green tends to close at dusk) arrival is
any time from 14.30, although most MCAC members arrive
from 17.30 onwards. Contact Brian Catt to confirm your attendance.

Saturday
20th August

09.00

SIMPLE SIDEWAYS AUTOSOLO AT BOVINGDON
Another morning at Bovingdon for the AotoSOLO. The noise
restrictions mean that we can only use the site on Saturdays
until 13.00 and must then be off site so it must all happen in
the morning. Details on the website, or register your interest
with Guy.

1st September

20.30

CLUB NIGHT AT UXBRIDGE

6

th

October

20.30

CLUB NIGHT AT UXBRIDGE

Saturday
8th October

09.00

SIMPLE SIDEWAYS AUTOSOLO AT BOVINGDON
Another morning at Bovingdon for the AotoSOLO. Details later
on the website, or register your interest with Guy.

3sd November

20.30

CLUB NIGHT AT UXBRIDGE

Saturday 3rd
and Sunday
4th
December

11.30

ROCKINGHAM STAGES RALLY
Help is always needed at our largest competitive event of the
year, once again with assistance from Thame Motorsport Club.
If you are not already assisting with the event, especially help
with the set-up, marshalling or take-down, contact the Chief
Marshal now to offer your services.

15th
December

20.30

CHRISTMAS BUFFET.
Again we have the usual Christmas meeting at the Club. Details
available later - keep an eye on the website - although it would
be helpful if we know who is coming!

Contributions and/or pictures for inclusion in future issues of the magazine should
be submitted to petef@mcac.co.uk

Don’t forget, this is your Club so if you have any particular activity you would
like included on a Club Night, or a visit somewhere, please let one of the
Event Co-ordinators know—see the back of the mag for details.
Editor: Pete Farmer. Published by MCAC Ltd. St. Joseph’s, Heronsgate, Rickmansworth, Herts. WD3 5DF

MIDDLESEX COUNTY AUTOMOBILE CLUB Ltd. is a member of ACSMC, AEMC & WAMC
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W H A T ‘ S

O N ?

JULY
3rd
3rd
9th
10th
IMS Ltd
24th
24TH MIDDLESEX COUNTY AC
28/31st
31st
Brecon MC
31st
AUGUST
4/7th
6th
Oxford MC
7th
18/21st
19/20th
28th
28th
Epynt MC
29th
Chelmsford MC
SEPTEMBER
3rd
4th
8/11th
9/10th
9/11th Goodwood RRC
9/11th
15/17th Isle of Man Rally Ltd
18th
25th
Forresters CC/SWAC
29/2nd
30/1st Trackrod MC
OCTOBER
2nd
7/9th
9th
13/16th
14/15th
14/16th 2300 CC
23rd
Salisbury & Shaftesbury CC
23rd
Carmarthen MC
23rd
23rd
27/30th IMS Ltd

ALMC Stages Rally
Austrian GP
Nicky Grist Stages
British GP
Hungarian GP
C.P. CELEBRATION FUN RUN
Rally Finland
Harry Flatters Rally
German GP

B
I
B
I
I
C
I
B
I

MSA
WC(9)
HRCR
WC(10)
WC(11)
MIDDX
WRC
Welsh
WC(12)

Rajd Rzeszowski, Poland
Carfax Stages Rally, Throgmorton
Tyneside Stages
Rally Germany
Ulster Rally
Belgium GP
Mewla Rally
Online Kitchen Wethersfield Stages

I
B
B
I
A
I
B
B

ERC
ACS/ASW/CMSGCC
MSA/BTRDA
WRC
MSA
WC(13)
Welsh
AEMC

Woodpecker Stages
Italian GP
Rally China
Granite City Rally
Goodwood Revival
Chinese Rally
Rally Isle of Man
Singapore GP
Patriot Stages
Rally France
Trackrod Forest Stages

B
I
I
A
I
I
A
I
B
I
B

MSA/BTRDA/Welsh
WC(14)
WRC
MSA

Malaysian GP
Cyprus Rally, Cyprus
Japanise GP
Rallye Spain
Jersey Rally
Mull Rally
Palladwr Rally
Peter Lloyd Rallying Stages
Dukeries Rally, Donington Park
USA GP
Wales Rally GB

I
I
I
I
B
B
B
B
B
I
I

WC(16)
ERC
WC(17)
WRC
ACSMC

WRC
FIA/HRCR
WC(15)
Welsh
WRC
BHRC/MSA/BTRDA

HRCR
Welsh (Reserve)
WC(18)
WRC
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Pete’s Patch
Yes folks, it’s the return of that once popular feature known as Pete’s Patch, that page or so of
my ramblings vaguely disguised as motorsport and club items which is, in reality, just a load of
drivel intended to pad out the magazine to make it a decent size. So, if you do not want to read
too much of my drivel, you know what to do, start to write your own articles. The more I get, the
less of my rubbish you will have to read.
I have some things that I would like to re-introduce from my previous stint in the editor’s chair.
The first is the return of ‘Me and My Car’. Everyone in the club is rightly proud of their chariots,
be it sporting or everyday transport. Dour pages would be ideal, padded out with a few photos. If
you have a series of photos showing the preparation of your sporting pride and joy, that would
be ideal. I will also try to persuade someone with a particularly different vehicle (not necessarily
a car), that would be ideal for the Christmas edition.
The regular items that I am hoping to instigate also includes updates from the various Council
members to keep members informed of what is happening in our club, These would include
regular updates on social, sporting events and forthcoming events (including any competition
events that the club has been invited to.
Finally, as its getting near the bottom of my page, any comments (preferably favourable) you
may have on the layout and format of the magazine, please feel free to contact me.
Pete Farmer - Editor.

RULES FOR WRITING MAGAZINE ARTICLES
Maybe rules is a little strong, perhaps guidance would be a better word. It is intended to make
my life a little easier when putting the magazine together. There are not too many points, but if
everyone complies, it will be a lot easier to produce a magazine of consistent standards and
quality.
Font is the main way of ensuring that the magazine is easy to read. The font that I have selected
is 12 point Arial. This is different from the font selected before the magazine was distributed
electronically. The new electronic magazine is produced as an A4 document, whereas the old
hard copy was A5. This meant that the font had to be slightly larger when prepared on A4 size
sheets, prior to reducing to A5.
The second point is regarding photographs. Please ensure that the name is changed from the
filename allocated by your camera which is usually just a random number, to a filename where
the photograph can be identified and related to any associated text.
My final request is about things sent to me. As editor, my job is to collate articles which are
ready for insertion into the magazine. I have neither the time nor inclination to prepare articles
for you. I have used such articles in the current issue but would request that emails requesting
that I insert such and such into the magazine will only be used if I have time to convert them into
an article.
Please remember that this is your magazine, written by members for members. If there is anything that you would like to see in it, get typing. I have a few articles that I have in mind and will
try to introduce them in subsequent issues.
In the meantime, enjoy this my first ‘born again’ magazine and remember that being electronic,
there are no restrictions to number of pages.
Pete Farmer (Editor).
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From the (Old) Chair (2015/6)
As I write this, it has been a year since the publication of the last issue of the magazine and
nine months since I was asked to take over the Chairmanship of the Club. It therefore feels
long overdue and I would like to say thank you to our new Editor for making it happen.
I have to start by paying tribute to my predecessor (and potentially my successor depending
on how he feels next year!). Most of you will be aware that Tony suffered a stroke back in
early February. You will certainly know what a big part he has played in sustaining this Club
for as long as most of us can remember and we are all hugely grateful for that. Whilst we
were without him for a good part of the year, Tony has amazed us all with the speed of his
recovery and he has made a key contribution to the upcoming Rockingham Stages. I am
very glad that we were able to show a little of our appreciation at the recent awards dinner.
What Tony’s absence did do was to encourage a number of people to step up and get more
involved – this includes many of those involved in Rockingham and others across the Club.
Many of them had already done a lot for the Club but they were happy to step forward once
again. There are too many to name them all individually, but their contribution is much appreciated. It also brought two new faces to the Club Council – Steve Casey and Chris Hedges –
both have brought renewed enthusiasm to the meetings and made an important difference.
Other changes have included a move to monthly social meetings (rather than weekly). I know
this hasn’t suited everyone but it has meant that we have regularly had 20 or more people at
the evenings and there has been a real buzz to many of the events.
Personally, it has been a bit of a challenge to get to some of the events. Having moved up to
Suffolk last December (exactly 100 miles each way apparently), I have tried to prioritise the
Council meetings where I can and to juggle work commitments around these. It has meant I
haven’t been at as many of the other events as I would have liked. It is also partly for this
reason that I was not more involved in Rockingham, not being able to make the meetings.
Partly, also as I was strangely in demand as a co-driver (how did that happen?). It was however a great success and my thanks go to all those involved.
Looking ahead, the calendar for 2016 is a busy one, with a good mix of social and competitive events. As usual, a number of these events will count towards the 2016 Middlesex Challenge and we hope to add to these a Sprint or a Go Karting evening once we can schedule
these. We wanted to give members more opportunities to get involved in as wide a range of
events as possible. Please check the website or the Facebook page for the latest information.
Having set out the calendar for next year, the challenge will be getting people involved. Our
membership has seen a small but steady decline over the last few years. This may be reflective of many organisations but there are definitely things we can do differently. For one thing,
our female and junior memberships are still pitifully small. Getting a broader mix of people
involved in the Club and our events is going to be key its health and vitality. Introducing the
option of a ‘family membership’ is one option we are looking at but if you have any thoughts
or ideas on what you’d like to see, please pick up the phone or drop me a line. We are always open to suggestions, especially when they are accompanied by the offer of help to
make them happen!
Wishing you an enjoyable and successful 2016.
Andrew Williamson—Chairman (2015/2016)
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(Current) Chairman’s Chatter (2016/7)
Those of you who read my article in net news or on Facebook will see that I
promised to get a Club magazine out as soon as possible, so here it is. There
was a bit of confusion as Brian published my ‘acceptance speech’, (the
‘manifesto’ as Tom Ryan put it), you had to read to the end to find that I’m now
Chairman, not Brian!
The magazine is, of course, a joint effort. It has been put together by Pete
Farmer, transferred to Tony Phillips for completion, printing and distribution with
assistance from myself and contains contributions from club members. The reason for late publication? Quite simply, MCAC is a club run for the benefit of the
members by the members, within the constraints that each member has in their
lives. It’s a considerable effort all round and this one has been posted to you as
well as being available in an ‘on line’ version. We are discussing how many magazines to produce a year, general feedback is that most people prefer a printed
mag, so we may make this the default and identify those who wish to opt out. We
also acknowledge that some have paid extra for hard copies so this will be adjusted.
You may have thought it strange that I said that the post of Chairman is not one
that I actively sought. Settling in, I’m more than happy to do it but there are some
fundamental changes that we have to adapt to with a ‘can do’ attitude. I mentioned at the AGM the club needs to be run according to a ‘budget’. I could get
into management speak and talk of ‘mission statements’, ‘business plans’, ‘cost
benefit analysis’ and all that stuff but I think it’s important that we outline and
agree our objectives for the future and listen to and involve the membership in
what is happening.
Rally Future is a very important piece of work from the MSA. Yes we all knock our
‘Governing Body’ but they have had to wake up and ‘smell the coffee’. Unfortunately the ‘Scottish’ Rally Safety review was required by the Scottish government
following the death of three people on the Jim Clark Rally in 2014. Ironically the
death of Jim Clark in the forests near Hockenheim in 1968 prompted serious improvements in motor racing safety. Now, the MSA is forced to take Rally safety
seriously and we have almost lost Rallying as a sport in the UK. We can no longer take and IKE (I Know Everything) approach to any aspect of safety on events
whatever our role. It’s over 20 year since I first said to the MSA that Safety Officers on events should be licensed….I’m still waiting. Fortunately the Rally GB is
running this year, it was a close thing with the MSA writing to all license holders
and registered marshals and officials to explain the situation.
At the AGM (unfortunately we had to change the venue at short notice) we had a
visit from Suze Endean from GoMotorsport. Darren Pike and I had attended a
non-licensed official’s seminar a couple of months back where we had sessions
about how clubs are run and a lot of interesting information and ideas. You may
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have seen the Endean’s rally car driven by Matt at the Autosolo. The ideas included co-operation with local schools, colleges and businesses, as ways of raising
the profile and membership of clubs.
And then the Big Bang happened. Engineering UK are organising four events
across London aimed at school pupils (sorry students) age 11 to 14 with the intention of getting them interested in STEM subjects, Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths. GoMotorsport were approached for input and the information circulated to motor clubs. Well I couldn’t refuse as the west event is at Uxbridge College on Friday the 8th July. We have been given quite a good grass area by the
college, and are planning to run a ‘Rally Stage’ spark plug changing competition.
We will also have a proper rally car and some publicity, etc. Uxbridge College
teaches motor vehicle maintenance amongst other things.
MCAC recently promoted a ‘Targa’ Rally at Woodbridge, that’s a photo of me manning a passage check on the inside front cover, taken by Tony Phillips, who was
keeping the log. Well actually it was run by Wickford Motor Club but as we hold the
license from the MOD to run events at Woodbridge, we had to be the lead club on
the regulations. A Targa event is effectively a daytime road rally run on a closed
venue. The organisational requirements and vehicle specification are far less onerous than stage rallying, and actually the event is more fun. The favourite car
seems to be the Mazda MX5, with the hood down. You could see the old Road
Rallyists who would stop the car where the marshal was standing, present the time
card announcing the car number and say thank you as they left. Others were less
efficient or courteous.
Stuart Kingham of Wickford MC, made Tony, Brian and myself very welcome and
gave MCAC more recognition for our involvement that we deserved. He reminded
us of when we had the license to use Oakington Airfield a few years ago where we
ran two rallies there with other clubs running another three. Rallying is under extreme pressure in the forests, and venues for motorsport are being lost. MCAC is
lucky to have the use of other venues: Rockingham with Thame MC, for our main
event and Bovingdon with Harrow CC for the Autotests/AutoSOLOs. We are constantly looking for venues closer to home. Question is, where, and what can we do
at the venue?
Anglia Motor Sport Club is the ‘Sporting’ arm of the AEMC. At the Targa Rally, we
were asked if MCAC would like to join, my immediate reaction was, ‘well that
saves me asking’. To me Brian and Tony, it was a ‘No Brainer’. The council
agrees, MCAC has joined the AMSC so dust off your road car and get back involved in club events. They run Targa, AutoSOLOs, Trials and other events, we
will also be more involve on the organisation side of things. Yes you will have to go
East for most of the events, but where and what are the alternatives?
Actually, it’s really good news. Events now have to be far more collaborative between clubs, MCAC is a very well respected club and for survival, we must be involved in event organisation. Tony and I have just returned from Rockingham and
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had a very positive meeting about this year’s event. There were literally no issues from last year’s event, just a small number of details to tweak. The Armco
on ‘Claire’s corner’ has been replaced without issue and we will do a bit of stage
design to reduce the problem we had with the car that hit it. How we manage the
car that went over the top of the tyre wall is a different matter… The big effort this
year will be in promoting the event, a new media person is on board at Rockingham, and we have ideas to get more spectators there alongside a full entry,
Christmas party, end of year event anyone?
The Uxbridge Autoshow on the 17th July is our next ‘Club Event’. Last year we
had to move to a bigger stand, this year the stand is bigger and better located.
The objective: Best Stand. We went into the arena last year and enjoyed ourselves: time to show off with a few power slides and four wheel drifts from a certain Range Rover. Obviously all under control and gentle. We will have to have a
little bit more planning this year but Club members (and a couple of invited
guests) who show their cars get in free. I hope we can build on our new associations with GoMotorsport, Uxbridge College and publicise Rockingham more. Anybody got some good in-car and rally clips? Also, time to update the club publicity photo’s.
The next club mag is due in the autumn, apologies to those whose articles have
been held over, and also for late delivery of this mag. We hope to be able to tell
you about changes to the Web site, how membership is administered, how we
will improve communication with members and all the plans for the club that the
members have come up with.
My last comment is about the MCAC Council. Traditionally, it revolved around
monthly meetings and pressure to attend. Technically members are elected at
the AGM or co-opted. It’s a long time since we needed an election and credit to
the person who wasn’t elected carried on as Mag editor. My own view has been
since then I would remain on the council but due to time pressures I could not
put as much in as others. Now we have email, WhatsApp, Facebook, Conference Calls, etc there is no longer a great need to be physically at the meetings.
What I do want to do is ‘reach out’ to club members to join or re-join the council.
There are many Club members who do a lot to support the club, including spending significant amounts of time running events, I would like to show that firstly,
that their work is greatly appreciated and secondly, make sure that the
‘management’ get their input and advice. MCAC can only be a club run by its
members for the benefit of its members.
Mike Hurst.
The Electric man did it through the floor-boards, but your man put it in my
front passage where everyone can see it.
I don’t like it so much in the kitchen as I did in the showroom window.
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Glossary of English/German Motoring Terms
1

Indicators

Die Blinkenlighten Tickenfurturnen

2

Bonnet

Fingerpincer Und Knuckelchoppen

3

Exhaust

Spitzenpoppenbangentuben

4

Speedometer

Der Egobooster Und Linenshooter

5

Clutch

Die Kuplink Mitschlippen Und Schaker

6

Puncture

Die Platt Mit Bludyfucken

7

Learner

Die Twatten Mit Elphatts

8

Estate Car

Der Bagzaroom Furshagginkinauto

9

Parking Meter

Der Tannerpincer Und Klockenwerr

10

Windscreen Wiper

Der Flippenflappenmuckenschreader

11

Power Brakes

Der Edbangeronvindascreen Schtoppenquick

12

Gear Lever

Der Bickensticken Fut Kangaroohoppen

13

Fuel Guage

Der Walletempyung Meter

14

Breathalyser

Die Puftenem Pistanarsen

15

Rear View Mirror

Der Yoncunten Ist Tooklosen

16

Seat Belt

Der Klunkenklikken Frauline Trapper

17

Headlights

Der Dippendontdazzel Un Bastedor

18

Highway Code

Der Wipen Fur Arsen

19

Fog Warning

Die Puttenklogg Dowen Und Fuckitt

20

Traffic Jam

Die Bludyfuckindamunblast

21

Rear Seat

Der Schpringentester

22

Tyres

Phlatfahrts

23

Accident

Des Bledinkmess

24

Nearly Accident

Der Phewen Neir Schittenselfen

25

Car Radio

Die Anton Klappburn

26

Skid

Der Bannaner Waltzen
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Middlesex Challenge - 2016
ROUND
Pos.
1

First Name Surname
Sam Casey

1

2

3

4

WRC 1

Brakefast

100.00

100.00

0.00

0.00

200.00

Middlewick DCsTosig

Total

2

James Riley

99.02

98.18

0.00

0.00

197.20

3

Rob Ginn

0.00

97.91

93.70

0.00

191.61

4

Steve Casey

76.29

0.00

92.38

0.00

168.67

Mat Ginn

5

0.00

100.00

0.00

0.00

100.00

6

Chris Woorwood

0.00

100.00

0.00

0.00

100.00

7

Steve Spooner

0.00

98.87

0.00

0.00

98.87

8

Chris Lawrence

0.00

98.81

0.00

0.00

98.81

9

Adam Ripper

96.46

0.00

0.00

0.00

96.46

10

Steve Hedges

0.00

93.77

0.00

0.00

93.77

0.00

0.00

93.70

0.00

93.70

0.00

92.47

0.00

0.00

92.47

0.00

0.00

92.38

0.00

92.38

11
12
13
14

Elizabeth Donker Curtius
Chris Hedges
Graham Tuer

0.00

0.00

86.73

0.00

86.73

15

Paul Bareham

0.00

0.00

86.73

0.00

86.73

16

Katie Orger

0.00

86.16

0.00

0.00

86.16

17

Michael Sheraton

0.00

79.72

0.00

0.00

79.72

73.70

0.00

0.00

0.00

73.70

72.71

0.00

0.00

0.00

72.71

18
19

Emily Bunyan

Darren Pike
Kevin Fowler

20

Joe Sheraton

0.00

71.28

0.00

0.00

71.28

21

Andrew Sheraton

0.00

70.50

0.00

0.00

70.50

58.62

0.00

0.00

0.00

58.62

48.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

48.05

22
23

Chris Keys
Martin Mansell

24

Andrew Williamson

44.06

0.00

0.00

0.00

44.06

25

Ray Ripper

40.16

0.00

0.00

0.00

40.16

26

Peter Cox

33.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

33.90

27

Mike Hurst

31.68

0.00

0.00

0.00

31.68

28

Richard Upton

0.00

0.00

10.00

0.00

10.00

29

Roland Atkins

0.00

0.00

10.00

0.00

10.00
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CRA POPPY RALLY—2015
As living in the USA limits the amount of events I can do in my 1966 MGB Roadster in
Europe I try and pick good ones. As the last rally I did was the Rally of the Tests in late
October I was ready and eager for some more action. The CRA Poppy Rally combines
some of my ‘likes’ – Belgian roads, good competition and some nice food and beer. This
all wrapped up in two full on days of rallying drew me back to my third try at this classic
event that this year ran on Saturday and Sunday the 21st and 22nd of March.
As always Simon Galliford at GalRal had the B ready to go despite a last minute drama
when the radiator decided, two days before we were to leave, was a great time to develop
a massive leak. A quick trip to Brown and Gammon in Baldock for a replacement and that
problem was solved.
Simon picked me up at my friends place near Windsor on Thursday morning and we set
off for Cobham services to meet up with the other member of the team for the weekend,
Neil Worsfold my co-driver. Neil and I did the Winter Challenge in early 2014 and were
very happy to finish 4th O/A and first in class. With the competition on this event I thought
repeating the class win was well out of reach and I would be happy to finish better than
our seeding of 32.
With Neil onboard we made it to the Tunnel an hour early and got on a train that put us in
Calais by 1400. A ninety minute drive put us at the trailer park for the event at the Total
garage on the ring road at Poperinge. We would be seeing a lot of this place during the
event as it was used as fuel halt, time controls and passage controls. Once the car was off
the trailer Neil and I set off to check the trip against the organisers measured distance.
Two runs round the five or so kilometres had our Brantz dialled in so we set off for the
Novotel in Ypres which was the rally HQ for the event.
Some competitors had already arrived so after a swift beer or two and a catch up we went
into the Grand Place and had a great meal at one of my favourite places that serve Belgian food – In ‘t Klein Stadhuis. Then back to the Novotel for a little more beer and banter
with some more crews and organisers. I spent more than twelve years helping out on
CRA events driving course and 48 hour cars as well as marshalling so I know nearly everyone on the organisation side which always makes me feel like a gamekeeper turned
poacher. Unfortunately one topic that kept coming up as new people arrived was the tragic and untimely death of the father of classic rallying, Philip Young, after a motorbike accident following the Road to Mandalay rally in February. RIP mate.
Next day we had a leisurely morning giving the car a quick clean and a sort out of the stuff
we wanted to carry on the event. Then it was off to scrutineering and signing on and then
Neil sat down to a marathon plotting session to get the route down on the maps for the
Saturday legs that were to run from 0830 to 2300 with a couple of halts for lunch and dinner. Also arriving were some of the ‘sweeps’ for the event amongst them my old mate
Andy Inskip.
Saturday dawned dry, but with a cold and misty atmosphere as we set off from Ypres to
the actual start which was about 12km down the road in the town square of Poperinge.
Neil picked up the Sunday route before the start, but he decided to leave plotting that until
later in the day and concentrate on the Saturday action. At exactly 0900 we left the start
and five minutes later were into the first test called Paintball. This wasn’t as slippery as
two years ago when I had a full on spin and the Whyte sisters managed to hit a tree head
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on. With this test over it was off into the lanes around Poperinge and then over the border into France for tests and regularities in equal measure up to the lunch halt at a bar
close to Steenvorde. I dropped off Neil so he could check into the TC and then I shot
down to the border and refuelled the B. Once back at the bar we were served the biggest
ham hocks any of us had ever seen accompanied by huge potatoes and salads.
By now there was a light misty rain falling and the, err...naturally fertilised fields were
smelling ’sweet’. Unfortunately with all the agriculturally activity going on much of this
muddy fertilised stuff makes its way onto the roads making fast driving a little exciting.
What makes this event a favourite is that the tests are on closed roads thus allowing full
on attack. The afternoon tests were great fun and we managed to almost catch cars on a
number of them. A couple more regularities took us up to the dinner halt at Proven and a
great Flemish stew with roast potatoes. There was a real buzz as night had fallen and
the drivers and their co-drivers faced down four hours of full on night rally sections with
lots of TC’s interspersed with many PC’s. We set off well, but soon had an issue trying to
find a slot right off a more major road. We hunted back and forth and went into a farm
yard that looked right, but just ended with some gates into a field. As the time was passing we made a decision to cut to the next known TC and so lost a fair chunk of time for
missing two TC’s and a PC. What was annoying was the farm yard and gates into the
field WAS the right road, but we had forgotten the oldest rule in the (classic rallyists)
book to trust the trip!
However the next section of multiple PC’s over some very demanding roads was fantastic as Neil was reading the bends in fine style and everything just flowed as we hit each
PC while I could see cars going in all directions other than the right one. Finally we hit
the last TC out in the lanes then just had to head back to the MTC in Ypres to finish a
long days sport. Again I dropped Neil off at the Novotel to check in and I took the car
round to the parking at a local school. A slight wind swirling round the enclosed car park
made it an entertaining ten minutes trying to put down the ground sheet and push the car
back over it. Ground sheets are required on these events when parking for extended
periods as old cars tend to leak various fluids and we don’t want to upset our hosts! After
a quick walk back to the hotel I made it to bed around midnight, but felt a bit guilty as Neil
was still working on the plotting of tomorrow’s route while I got the snoring going.
The alarm woke me up at 0545 as first car was away at 0630. A quick check of the results saw us still on our seeding of 32 although surprisingly we were second in our class.
That put us away at 0702 at MTC 3/1 so I retraced my steps of last night to the overnight
car park, moved the car and packed away the ground sheet then started her up. After
warming the car up I drove round to in front of the Novotel ready for Neil to rush out after
getting our time card completed and chipped. The first regularity was round the industrial
area on the outskirts of Ypres. In former years on the modern rally I remember this being
the famous ‘Zoning’ stage where cars did lap after lap with plenty of smoking slides and
some hairy overtaking manoeuvres. Once that was done it was off to the area NW of
Ypres for some really good regularities at fast speeds where both sides of the car earned
their salt. After a couple of hours it was back to the Novotel for breakfast then out again
to the NW and SW of Poperinge for a number of closed road test each one run twice.
These were great fun, but saw the demise of one car with a broken driveshaft and another delayed by a quick trip into a deep Belgian ditch!
Two more regularities brought us to the small town of Ploegsteert for a lunch halt, mainly
so that marshals could be repositioned, before the final regularity. This was supposed to
be a sting in the tail, but again we nailed it and didn’t lose much time at the timing points.
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As we drove away from the final TC I said to Neil that this is the time as an organiser I
would slip in a secret check as crews would be relaxed and tempted to short cut to the
finish TC. It wasn’t more than a couple of minutes than we came across a secret check!
As we got our time card filled I could see two cars on the main road parallel to our minor
one and was left wondering if they worked out later on where they had got their penalties! It was an uneventful run back to the Market Square in Ypres where we handed in
our time card, were clapped over the finish ramp and had our photos taken with CoC
George Mullins and Ypres rally organiser Luc Depuydt.
Then it was back to the Novotel and their underground car park for the last time. By that
time Neil and I thought we had earned a beer so we met up with Simon and toasted our
successful finish to the event. When the results were published it transpired we had finished 30th, but more importantly our great run on the Sundays tests and regularities
meant we had overhauled the previous class leader and put over two minutes on them to
win our class!!
By now post event fatigue had set in so I went had had a snooze for a couple of hours to
get ready for the rally dinner and prize giving. This started at 2030 which was 30 minutes
late, but the wait staff soon started serving the wine so the natives calmed a little. The
prize giving started and we duly went up and collected our plate trophies near the end
and then after everyone had been honoured we got into the serious wine and dinner.
Unfortunately although the food was good the staff were woefully undermanned and it
was until nearly 2300 that we finally finished with coffee and, of course, Belgium chocolates.
I managed about another hour and did a round of good bye’s then headed for bed. Next
morning there were more ‘see you laters’ over breakfast and we headed off to Poperinge
to put the B back on the trailer. After the obligatory supermarket stop for beer, wine and
chocs we set off to the tunnel at Calais. We arrived nearly two hours before our booked
train and it was annoying that they weren’t letting anyone get earlier ones. However
when we got into the terminal we found there had been an incident in the tunnel earlier
and they were clearing a back log. Then blow me as we sat there another incident happened and it looked like we were going to be stuck for a while. In the end we lined up for
our correct train, but got bumped to the next one as they still had a small car back log
and were holding back longer vehicles. Finally we got on a train, but then we sat for
nearly an hour waiting to leave...there were cheers when we pulled out!
Once off the other side it was a fairly quick trip to Cobham services where we reunited
Neil with his wife and then Simon and I continued on. He dropped me in Dorney before
completing the final leg alone back to Stanbridge.
So another successful event with a class win to match our one on the Winter Challenge
in early 2014. Thanks to Simon for the help over the weekend and the great car preparation. To Neil for keeping me on the right road and being a mega star on the maps. To all
the organisers, marshals, sweeps and admin with special thanks to George Mullins, Jeremy Dickson and all the residents of Ypres, Poperinge and surrounding areas for letting
us come and play. I’m not sure of the next event as I’m driving the course car on the
Trans-America Rally which is most of June and thus most of my holiday shot. I hope to
maybe do the Rally of the Tests again or possibly nothing until the 2016 Winter Challenge. I’ll keep you posted!
Dave Maryon
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2015 Flanders International Rally
Championship - 2wd class
Well, after a year of servicing for Garry Elswood and our new Co-Driver John Smetcoren
(Belgian), we have finally got a result…..
After many hours of toil, to no avail, last year, when we had no results to speak of, the decision to give the ‘New’ Saxo a bit of a winter refresh started late in 2014. As the engine
seemed to be in good health, it was decided to sort the electrics and a few other issues
regarding the dangerous handling.
To start with, a full re-wire was on the cards, which included sorting any issues with electrical components from the 2014 season. The handling issues were then handed over to
Chris Dale and he found a bent rear stub pin and an LSD that only worked in one direction
and like an on/off switch. New components were ordered and fitted and on the first drive, I
could already see a smile forming on Garrys face. We were now happy to take the car to
Belgium again. Garrys idea for the 2015 season was to sign up for the Flanders International Rally championship and see how we got on. Garry now had the confidence in the
cars ability and had to match it with his own. The sequential gearbox and left hand drive
format, associated with the wide track body, make this a very different beast to the original
Saxo that Garry had assembled in 2003.
Bring on the games……
Round 1. 31/05-01/06 2015 ORC Canal Rally, Oostrozebeke, Belgium.
We turned up to expecting the usual chaos of the ORC, only to be surprised to find the
event working to plans and schedule. Very strange. The first unusual thing was that as the
car went through scruitineering, Garry was presented with a trophy for “The most unfortunate Driver of the 2014 season”, due to the total lack of finishes in 2014. The car passed
scrutiny and having done the recce and all the paperwork, we settled down for a quiet
evening. The following day, the car behaved well, as Garry got the hang of it and started to
make it earn its keep. As the day went on, we realised that we were heading for a good
class position, within the FIRC championship. At the end of the day, we had first in class
but due to some slightly dodgy shenanigans from the organisers of the championship, Garry was awarded the Class win Trophy, but the points were awarded to another crew that
registered late (not as per the regs) , which was a tad annoying. Still, we knew the truth.
We came away with 7 points for 2nd in class and 2 points for starting the rally.
Round 2. 12-13/06 2015 Rally Wervik, Wervik, Belgium
This was another shock, very dry and an event we had not been to before, with the exception of a spectator trip in 2013 when the old car refused to start. The service area is in a
very open trading estate but the rally HQ, scruitineering etc. was all done in the town centre. This caused CHAOS. The event was aiming for a higher status and had a full entry,
which made matters even worse for getting through the town during the event. The event
went well for us but Phil Morgan, who was servicing next to us had car trouble and Pat
Anderson (servicing just over the road) had turbo woes. The Saxo was minding its own
business when due to the heat, Meirion (No.2 service crew member) decided to try to open
one of the side rear windows. Due to some over tight hinges and wrong length fixings, the
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window didn’t open, it just shattered, fortunately the window film kept it together. After an
hour of phoning around, we found a local garage that was running cars on the rally, that
had a window and half a roll of anti-shatter window film, all for 20 Euros. Car fixed, scruit
Another good result, 2nd in class (7 points) and 3 points for the rally position, keeping us in
the running.
Round 3. 11-12/07 2015 TBR Rally, Roeselare, Belgium
This was the third time we’d been to the TBR, but the first time it had been this early in the
year, so instead of mud and heavy rain, we had dry conditions, with dust! The service area
is in the Roeselare EXPO centre, with service, documentation, scrutineering etc, all on site.
Garry wanted us to make sure we could get out to the stages south of the town, as they
were a fair way from the service area, so we worked out a route that was easy to do and
meant we could spectate and be back in service within plenty of time. We were actually
finished at the service area by around 3:30pm on the Saturday, including the recce. Most
amazing! The rally and the car ran remarkably well, resulting in yet another 2 nd in class (7
points) and another 2 points for starting, this was now getting interesting.
Round 4. 10-11/10 2015 Hemicuda Rally, Koekelare, Belgium.
As Garry had now decided to go for it in the championship and, as we had attended the
Hemicuda for a number of years, this was to be one event to go for it properly. Garry was
fairly well versed when it came to the stages, we even managed to get the same service
pitch that we’ve had for the last THREE years and for once it was DRY! The stages are
nicely spread out for this event and scrutiny was a formality. The start ramp is set up with a
huge sweet shop trailer and bar, inside of a huge concrete building, with the chip van just
outside…. One stage is within walking distance so we decided that as it was the last stage
of the rally and the last corner was nearest to the service area, we would go out to spectate there on the last stage. There was a real battle all day on the Sunday as Andy Dawe in
his impressive Nissan was ahead of Garry, as was Martin De Vere-Packford but after an
off by one of the other Brit crews, we heard that Martins engine had expired. This only left
Andy Dawe ahead of Garry, but it was unlikely that Garry was going to catch him up.
Times were good all day and we were expecting 2nd in class, so on the last stage before
the finish, myself, Meirion and Jen decided to go to the last stage, last corner to watch the
cars come in. We watched the last of the Historics coming in, in severely depleted numbers, some limping in with hazard lights flashing. Then the ‘moderns’ started coming in,
with quite a few limping home in a similar condition. Andy Dawe was running as No.21 and
we saw No.20, 22, 23, 24 etc come in, and realised he was out of the running, meaning
that meant Garry had the class win! We were ecstatic, this was the result we really needed. Sure enough, after a wait that went on forever, they declared the results and we shot
off to catch the next available train. Points awarded were 10 for 1 st in class and 4 points for
overall position, a big help in the championship.
And FINALLY……
Round 5. 21-22/11 2015 Kortrijk Rally, Kortrijk, Belgium.
With the organisers allowing crews to enter late and generally not following their own rules,
Garry had to enter this round, just to get TWO points, yes that is 2 points! Two points are
awarded just for starting the rally but it seemed a pity not to just go out and enjoy the rally,
so we decided that he was going to approach it in a leisurely fashion. We arrived early at
the allocated service area, only to be moved, then moved a further two times, before being
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allocated a space on a high street type of road, which was on a main road and was also
the main access road to the rally start ramp and square. Total bedlam is the only way to
describe this rally. There were tow trucks removing the residents cars if they had inadvertently left their cars parked outside overnight. The weather was appalling, with snow, sleet,
heavy rain and strong winds setting the standards for the weekend. Garry was already fed
up with the lack of organisation and had joked about just driving over the start ramp and
retiring from the rally but having done the full recce, we decided to give the rally a chance.
The weather only got worse and with the first two stages run on the Saturday night, in the
dark, it would be a real test. I jokingly said to Garry that if he wanted to give up, because of
the conditions, he should just pull over in the second stage, a lapper around a trading estate and a recycling plant, and spectate for a while, to see how much chaos was caused by
the weather/conditions. I guess we shouldn’t make jokes within earshot of the car, as it
decided to run out of electricity, right in the middle of stage 2! Garry had fitted a heated
windscreen and when we fitted the new lamp pod, we hadn’t taken into account the
amount of current draw on the alternator, it was cooked! Four spot/driving lamps, headlamps, wipers, engine electrics and all other associated items were not an issue, turning on
the heated screen was the death knell for the alternator! New one now on order! Oh well,
the car hadn’t been a problem all year and it had done enough on this rally, to get Garry
the important 2 points that he needed. Time to pack up and get to the hotel, ahh, car is in
the middle of a stage that will run until nearly 10pm. Eventually got some food around
10:30pm and off to the hotel…..The next day I awoke to find a smattering of snow on the
ground and it was still raining……Time to go home then, sod spectating!
All in all a reasonable year, the car has worked well, Garry has got quicker and we’ve managed to get a good result…….
An excerpt from the FIRC website:
“Garry Elswood then was the first victim in action when his Saxo lost all power on the second showstage on Saturday. However, the 2 points start bonus ensured him of the 2015
2WD title, very much deserved after five years of competing in FIRC.”
Finally a decent result from a hard but worthwhile year!
Well done to Garry Elswood and John Smetcoren and well done to Jenny for putting up
with Meirion and with me and my tantrums and new levels of swearing at Belgians that I
didn’t think were possible. The car has done well and needs a few minor bits sorting for
next year but that will all be done, it has no damage and even has a hardly used pair of wet
tyres ready to go.
Kevin Fowler. 24/11/2015.

Well I Never
Sponsorship is a strange thing. It takes many forms and can involve the
strangest products. Martin drives a GP2 Racing Mustang and a Datsun 240Z
sponsored by Cona Coffee. He took both cars to Jarama Circuit in Spain for
the races there. Whilst waiting for scrutineering, he noticed a good deal of
sniggering from the crowds and was then told that he would not be able to
start unless the word “Cona” was removed or covered as it was offensive material. Apparently “Cona” is a rather rude word in Spain!
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Jersey Rally 2015
After four consecutive disastrous attempts at the Jersey rally, and with a new
house to re-decorate (and Kiran wanting a nice new kitchen) I started 2015 with
the intention of not doing the Jersey Rally this year as in fairness it is blooming
expensive to do. This determination held out until July when In Godney (who I
had attempted it with twice before and shared the adventure of our attempt at the
rally in 2014 with that resulted in a trip through a hedge) persuaded me that we
should have one more attempt and so that was sorted.
In previous years I must admit that I’ve keenly run around making sure the entry
is in and the accommodation and flights are booked as early as possible but with
my new employment only having started in April and having to work my posterior
off I suddenly found myself running around trying to book everything at the last
minute. Having booked my flights and accommodation to be out there for the usual week Ian then announced he wouldn’t be flying out until the Tuesday which
meant I would be on Jersey for three days with nothing to do (I had planned to
recce but driving and reading pacenotes at the same time can be difficult).
Thankfully one of my local friends came to the rescue and offered to take some
time off work to drive me around.
My flight was with EasyJet and having never flown with them before I arrived at
the airport to see they had the organisational skills of a deceased gooseberry and
so it was I went through the debacle of check in. having put my hold luggage
through the system I was told that my carry on luggage (my helmet) may have to
go into the hold if there was insufficient space on the flight. Next to me were two
other people with mini suitcases as carry on luggage and so I happily informed
the lady it would be a cold day in hell before I allowed £700s worth of rally helmet
to go in the hold.
Now I can only guess that my slightly negative attitude had offended the god of
commercial flying as more fun was to come. When my helmet went through the xray machine the attendant there decided that the wires for the headset were a
threat and called upon his supervisor who then held up the queue as they passed
the helmet back and forth through the machine until eventually another operator
pointed out it was a helmet and I was allowed through.
I won’t go through the whole charade of the flight but suffice to say despite promises of announcements about the delayed flight I was suddenly left with five
minutes to get to the gate whereupon we sat around for an hour unable to use
any of the facilities and when we finally got on board I ended up flying with the
helmet in my lap as the jumbo suitcases people had taken on as carry on luggage had filled the cupboards and as I was one of the last ones on my helmet
was destined for the hold…..it would be a cold day in hell before that happened!
In short NEVER FLY WITH EASYJET!
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Jersey is a lovely island and with a good hotel by the beach I settled in to the recce. For those who have never been there it is a really scenic island where the
highest possible speed is 40mph and some of the narrow lanes being restricted
to as low as 15mph. I’m guessing that’s because if you were allowed to go any
faster you’d shoot off the other end of the Island before you had time to blink!
Recceing these narrow lanes that are the width of a small car when there is blind
corners with oncoming traffic is always fun, especially as it is easy to start trying
to drive to the speed of the notes. There were a few times we had to reign ourselves in after flying around a corner to meet a tractor or a herd of Jersey cows.
By Monday evening the recce was over and Tuesday was to be spent adjusting
the notes and maybe doing a little shopping. The weather Tuesday was almost
torrential with heavy rain and winds gusting at 40knots which wasn’t so bad for
me but was certainly bad news for Ian who was flying in on a twin prop aeroplane. Apparently it took two attempts to land and even then there was a need for
clean underwear by the time the plane had stopped.
After a couple more days of recce it was onto a late night scruitineering Thursday
night. Scrutineering in Jersey is done in reverse order so as we were running car
5 it meant we didn’t actually get completed until after 9pm. Thankfully there were
no issues so after a quick bowl of Jersey Bean Crock from the scoff wagon it was
back to the hotel for some final note checks and an early night.
Friday saw us up early and off to service to get everything ready. The event wasn’t starting until midday so this allowed plenty of time to catch up with people and
shoot the breeze but before I’d realised it was time to jump in the car and off we
went to stage 1. There are a total of 30 stages to the Jersey rally, with them either done in pairs between services or four stages per services. With the stages
repeated three or four times each. Although it may seem tiring this is actually
quite beneficial as it allows us to quickly learn the stages at rally speed. Friday
afternoon would see us doing eight stages with each stage ran four times. Sitting
on the start line of stage 1 I had forgotten just how well a Subaru Impreza WRC
can launch. With me saying go Ian set off throwing me back into the chair and
leaving me to quickly adjust the speed of my notes, closely followed by adjusting
the tightness of my belts! The afternoon went really well for us although the stages were quickly claiming casualties. By the time we started stages 7 & 8 I think
we both knew the stages well enough that the notes were now more of a reminder.
After that there was a nice long wait for the sun to set before we started the six
night stages. Again this was two stages repeated three times each. Stage 9 was
a slight concern as there were three very tight hairpins between some houses
and there was some concern as to how easy we would get the car around. Ian
set off into the dark with his new LED spotlights (which in reality was like racing in
daylight) and all went well until the first hairpin. I never did learn the plan for tak-
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ing these hairpins but I guess Ian decided it could be done with a flick of the
handbrake. Sadly there was an error in the calculation which found us wedged
across the stage on a blind hairpin and stalled. To restart the car Ian had to turn
the lights off so I was alternating between counting to thirty in my head and trying
to spot the next car coming because if we didn’t move soon then my side of the
car was in for a shunt. Thankfully we were off and the second hairpin achieved
fairly well and the third one perfectly. Ian now had his stride so the next time
round would be really interesting Stage 9 was completed without any further incident and stage 10 was fairly smooth as well until the end. The last section of
stage 10 was a straight run of about 300m into a 5 left (fast left) to the finish line.
As we were flying down this straight full out I noticed something moving in the
road ahead. It was difficult to see as it was dark colours against a black tarmac
background and I suggested to Ian there may be an animal in the road. Ian let off
slightly as we both strained to see what was in the road and as we got closer
three young children suddenly stood up and jumped over the nearest fence. They
had been playing chicken with rally cars in dark clothing!! We did report them to
the radio crew at the stage finish but I don’t believe they were ever caught. After
we left the end of stage 9 I picked up the roadbook and set about getting us back
to service. Within two junctions I knew there was something wrong and apologising to Ian we turned around to try it again. Attempting it a second time we still
couldn’t get it right and decided that as we knew where service was we would get
there our own way. In the centre of St Heliers as we were sitting at some traffic
lights we saw car 3 who had left stage finish a minute ahead of us pass across in
front from our right so with a quick bit of thinking I said ‘follow them’ and off we
went. We managed to get to service with time to spare and chatting with other co
-drivers I found that I wasn’t the only one who had suffered problems. I later
heard from one of the locals who had been in town that evening that it was like a
scene from the wacky races with rally cars going in every direction. Stages 11
and 12 went really well but I could tell Ian was annoyed and was worried about
the roadbook. However this time we were not going to service and so it worked
fine. Stages 13 and 14 were also uneventful but even I was worried about getting
back to service after stage 14 as I couldn’t remember how we had done it the first
time. Bizarrely the road section notes were completely different this time even
though it was the same journey and we got home without incident. The one nice
thing about running at the front of the pack is that you finish the night stages by
9pm and can get home to bed whereas those at the back weren’t finishing until
gone 10pm.
Saturday morning saw us up before the hotel had started serving breakfast so I’d
be living on bananas all day (I can’t eat proper meals for fear of being sick in the
car). Saturday is by far the hardest day with 16 stages to be completed.
Now at this point I need to mention another club member who goes to Jersey as
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rescue crew every year and that is Paul Duckmanton. The first time I saw him
there was 2011 when he came up to the car on one of the Saturday stages to say
hello. We had a lovely chat and then as we prepared to set off I said I’d see him
soon, meaning when we came round to do the next pair of stages, only to find the
car upside down three miles in and Paul coming to my rescue. In 2014 He came
to see me at the start of stage 1 for a chat and again I said I’d see him soon –
only to see us go through a hedge at high speed 1 1/2 miles into the stage.
Thankfully he didn’t have to come to our rescue but the next time I saw him I
laughingly suggested he was a curse.
So here we are in 2015 and although I saw glimpses of him at stage starts he
never came to say hello- presumably afraid the curse would strike again so although I never got the chance to say it on Jersey – Hi Paul and thanks for being
there to look after us.
So back to Saturday, the morning would be two stages repeated four times each
and the afternoon would also be two stages repeated four times each. We went
into the start of Saturday lying in third place and looking at the times of the 1srt
and 2nd place cars there was no real hope of us catching them so the plan was
neat and steady to the end. This worked well on the first four stages but as we
went into the third loop of the St Ouens Stage we were really pushing with Ian
increasing the pace of some of the corners faster than what was in the notes, to
the point where he felt he could drive one of the hairpins at speed in third gear.
This resulted in an argument with the offside bank as we came around the corner
and an addition to the cosmetic damage to the car that we had slowly been collecting throughout the event. Even though the next car behind us was over a minute away it was really starting to test our nerves. As we completed stage 18 I
was a bit happier as that was the furthest I had ever got but there was still a long
way to the finish. By the end of the morning stages I was starting to feel tired but
admittedly not as tired as I get on single venue rallies. I put this down to adrenaline. On a single stage event you do a stage and get the adrenaline high and then
sit around chatting for half an hour to an hour which allows you to come down,
then you go out and do it all again and its that roller coaster adrenaline ride that’s
so tiring. In Jersey you only get ten minutes to service so you never really come
down off the adrenaline. As we stopped for lunch I could see Ian was as tired as I
was and this was going to be a battle to the end. I’d never really considered getting to the finish let alone be in with the chance of a podium place so every stage
Ian got faster my nerves got a little tighter. On stage 27 this nervousness became
apparent as Ian was charging down a long straight into a tight 90 right and I
thought he had overjudged his braking distance which resulted in me repeatedly
saying right with the toe of my voice rising an octave with each call. Ian had actually timed it perfectly and with a sudden stop he smoothly turned the corner and
launched us off again. Of course of all the great in car footage of the rally it was
that stage and that call that they went and put on the telly!
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The last three stages went perfectly and suddenly there we were at the stop line
of stage 30….it was over! We just had to get back to service. Now in Jersey the
police know the maximum lateness allowed is 15 minutes so if they catch you
speeding they hold the car for fifteen minutes and 30 seconds so that you end up
out of the rally. Well we had already got our first official warning from the local
constabulary for scaring a cyclist (we had been following them with the car on low
revs when its rather quiet and when Ian accelerated to overtake them the noise
caused a bit of a fright) so when he accelerated suddenly on the public road there
was a minor comment between us about behaving and the rest of the journey
was had in silence, well it was either that or the fact I nodded off on the run to
service. It’s a good job Ian knew the route. We finally made it in and to see so
many of my friends cheering us in was wonderful…and a little embarrassing but
we had finally finished the rally and as a bonus had finished third.
Jersey is a wonderful place and to be able to rally across the island is something
well worth doing. Of course it wouldn’t be possible without the kindness of the
locals who get trapped in their homes for three hours, the fantastic rescue crews,
all the police officers who have to come in to support the event and of course the
hundreds of marshals and timekeepers needed for the event.
Paul Brown

Murphy’s (Sod’s) Law
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

If anything can go wrong, it will.
Nothing is ever as simple as it seems.
Everything takes longer than expected.
If there is the possibility of several things going wrong, the one that will go
wrong first will be the one that will do the most damage.
Left to themselves, all things go from bad to worse.
If you play with something long enough, you will surely break it.
If everything seems to be going well, you have obviously overlooked
something.
If you see that there are four possible ways in which a procedure can go
wrong, and circumvent these, then a fifth, unprepared for, way will promptly develop.
Nature always sides with the hidden flaw.
Mother Nature is a bitch.
It is impossible to make anything fool proof, because fools are so ingenious.
If a great deal of time has been expended seeking the answer to a problem with the only result being failure, the answer will be immediately obvious to the first unqualified person.
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The Christine Poxon Memorial Fun Run 2015
We barely made the start, a bit of a misjudgement perhaps from the driver about
how far up the M40 the Oxford Services actually was. Last time we did the event
it started at Pinkneys Green near Marlow. As we flashed past same I suddenly
realised we were only half way to the new venue, clearly carefully calculated by
Max and Pete to be just as convenient for our legion of Birmingham based members as for the rest of us.
Still, we did just make it to signing on and duly collected our clues on time. The
first was sneaky, it was right where we were, so we despatched half the crew to
go find the answer. Duly impressed that we were one up without having even
opened the map, we were tempted to quit whilst we were ahead. Nevertheless
Natasha and I sat in the car and plotted the rest of the clues. If you’ve not done
the event before, there is no complicated navigation like a scatter or a 12 car,
there is simply a picture given to you, it will have some obvious feature on it
which will be marked on an OS map, you then just have to find same and go
there. Not knowing this map well (at all! It is after all practically in Manchester…………) this took some time, but we did eventually plot all the clues.
Many of the other crews had left by this time, but speed was not the requirement,
there was loads of time to find the shortest route around 15 of the 20 or so locations and get to the pub on time. So great effort went into working out which ones
to discard and thus not to visit because they added mileage. I was navigating
and Lara driving (my) car. Not a bad combination so long as she kept it slow because a) I get hopelessly sick and b) my nerves can’t take it.
Looking at one of the clues, which was a not particularly identifiable picture of a
pub, if you then looked at the answer sheet to find out what you had to do when
you got there it said –‘ get a signature from the organiser’. So off we went to see
Pete and we were two up without having turned a wheel. Shortest route around
13 clues now required.
Finally off we set into the drizzle and one by one we came to the locations and
Annalisa and Natasha enjoyed running around to try to answer the question that
was posed on the answer sheet for that location. Some were obvious, like the
maximum weight on a car park sign, others were less so and took a good 10
minutes to find. Particularly frustrating was to see Peter Cox go dashing back to
his car having just allegedly found an answer on a fencepost only to find that he
had completely dummied us and he had indeed got the answer but that it was
somewhere else entirely!
I became paranoid about distance since it seemed to me that people were likely
to ‘clean’ the event i.e. get 15 correct answers, so that it would all come down to
the tie break which was distance. I even got Lara to do three point turns in nar-
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row roads in my (long) car in order to not have to go up to a junction and turn
back.
As we headed towards the last few locations we came across some steam traction engines parked up and watched whilst they sorted themselves out and then
set off to the dismay of the traffic that then jammed up behind. Then I began to
worry. The trouble is with trying to be clever with minimum miles is that as you
get towards the finish, you realise that you absolutely HAVE to have plotted them
correctly and that you HAVE to find the answer when you get there. If one should
fail then the next nearest alternate is 15 miles back in the wrong direction!
Fortunately there was still no time pressure so we took our time and did indeed
find the relevant answers. Arriving at the pub to find most others there ahead of
us (i.e. no parking spaces left!) we tucked into burgers which arrived within
minutes of ordering. Everyone present was very content with their Sunday afternoon drive and a really good club turnout.
When it came to the results, it turned out that myself and my all girl crew had taken the prize (actually come to think of it - still waiting for it Pete?). And it was indeed on the basis of lowest mileage. My two daughters in particular were suitably
delighted. Well actually we all were.
Thanks guys for a fun day out, we have missed it for too many years due to holiday clashes and it was great to be back. We’ll give it a go again next year and
see if our all or nothing approach can luck out again (or, maybe we fall flat on our
faces………..)
Mike Cawthra (Navigator for eventual winners: Analisa and Natasha Cawthra,
With a little help from Mum (and Chauffeur) Lara.
(Editor’s note: As the Award’s Night has now passed, hopefully you now have
your prize.)

TIME FOR A QUICK ADVERTISEMENT
The 2016 running of
The Christine Poxon Celebration Fun Run
Will be held on
Sunday 24th July starting at midday from
Oxford Services on the M40
(Still on map OS 165 Edition D2)
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The Further History of Oakington Airfield.
Anyone who has been a member of the Club for more than a few years will know
the name of ‘Oakington’. For those who don’t, it is a WW2 airfield near Cambridge which MCAC used to rent from Steve Wright, a local famer, who leased it
from the MoD – Defence Estates to be precise – to graze cattle on the grassy
bits. This bomber aerodrome was mostly intact with one of the long main runways still driveable and quite a few miles of perimeter and service roads in decent condition. The main hangars and transport garages and even the ‘ops control-room’ were all present and mostly usable. There was also a variety of nissen
huts, bunkers and barrack-rooms still standing. A great setting for a war movie
about Bomber Command. After some tough negotiations with Steve we acquired
the rights to run stages rallies, autocross, auto-tests and other events on this
great venue. We had access to the garages for car storage and fixing and the
‘ops-room’ made a wonderful Rally HQ when we were running our two stage
events per year – The Bomb-Along Stages and the Oakington Stages. I’d have
to plough through the old mags and archives to give you the exact dates of the
first rally and how many events we ran but the first event was probably some time
around the mid-90’s. It was a great period for the Club, running many events
every year and generally having our own ‘motor-sport’ home base.
So it was a great disappointment when, in late 2006, we were informed that Defence Estates were cancelling the lease with Steve Wright and were retaking
possession of the airfield. This was the time when our ‘beloved Gordon Brown’
was making electioneering pronouncements about building thousands of new
houses on brownfield sites all over the country and Oakington had been identified
as a perfect spot to throw up a few thousand ‘residences’ to serve nearby Cambridge. All other users of the field, such as the Sunday market, the gun-club and
the model aircraft users were also all thrown off so it wasn’t the result of any antimotorsport prejudice. Defence Estates then sold the site to the HCA – the Housing Construction Authority (as far as I know) who set about preparing the site for
the massive planned construction program. At this time, Oakington faded from
MCAC consciousness and we searched elsewhere for new venues to run our
events.
Recently, in February this year, I was back in UK during my regular break from
the winds and rain of Croatian winter and had occasion to drive up to the Cambridge area. With a few hours to spare, I decided to drop in on Oakington to see
what became of those grandiose plans. Expecting to see a whole new housing
estate, I was quite surprised to find the place practically unaltered as I drove
along the Longstanton road towards the gate we used to use next to Brookfield
Farm where Steve Wright used to be found. There was a more massive gate
across the entrance but the view down the road was just the same as it was almost 10 years ago. Parking up, I walked into the farm to see if there was anybody I knew and was surprised and delighted to find Daniel, Steve’s son, still in
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residence. A brief chat revealed that Steve himself has passed Brookfield on to
Daniel and had bought himself another farm on the farm side of the airfield but
that he was, surprisingly, still leasing the airfield and grazing his live-stock there.
Daniel then led me around the airfield (not, sadly, through it and along the old
rally routes!) to Steve’s new farm to meet the man himself. We recognised each
other at once, neither of us having changed that much in the intervening decade.
Over a cup of tea he recounted to me the many adventures that had befallen
Oakington Airfield (and him) since we stopped rallying there and what a sorry tale
of unforeseen consequences it is. I thought it would interest those club members
with fond memories of the Oakington days.
One of the first things that the new ‘owners’ did was to knock down all those lovely old airfield buildings and clear away the rubble. Apparently the local council
was going to claim several millions of pounds in business rates even though
nothing was now taking place there! Typically opportunistic local councillors.
That done they set to making a full site-survey with attendant soil sampling, ultrasonic ground surveys etc. That was when the first shock hit them. The soil was
deeply contaminated but not just with the expected aviation fuel and consequently lead; there were several hundreds of parts per million of Arsenic – a fairly serious poison. It turned out that this came from the gallons of aircraft paint which
was obviously sloshed around as the ground crews repainted the AA-damaged
bombers that came back from the raids over Germany. So teams of scientists
and environmentalists descended on the place and large, plastic blow-up tents
were erected in various places while this matter was studied more carefully. The
investigators all wore white anti-contamination suits and face masks and the
place looked like a set for a sci-fi movie or an Ebola outbreak. I wonder if rallyjackets and Nomex suits provided adequate protection??
While all this was going on, the site surveyors had located, to their horror, several
unexploded bombs including a whopping 500 pounder not too far from Steve’s
farm-house which they proceeded to detonate. Unfortunately, this bomb had
lodged in a compressed belt of underground clay and the vibration from the explosion was readily transmitted a long way and seriously damaged several nearby houses including Steve’s, which subsequently had to be repaired at their
(enormous) cost. Interestingly, further unexploded devices were located and defused not far from the tracks and buildings we used to use for rallies! I guess
setting off one of those during an event would have counted as force majeure if
you were late at the next control!
While they were dealing with the unexploded ordnance further dark WW2 secrets
came to light. It turned out that stockpiles of various nasty chemicals existed
somewhere on the airfield mostly buried in unmapped dumps. Among these
were illegal chemical weapons such as mustard gas and soon the boys in white
coats from Porton Down were all over the site. Apparently not all the supposedly
stockpiled nasties were discovered and wheeled off so there is some chance that
there are still hidden ‘treasures’ present to catch out the unwary house-builder.
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The upshot of all this excitement is that all plans for the development of the airfield have been quietly shelved. Steve was invited to lease the land again for
some peppercorn rent provided he keeps away from certain areas and provided
he ensures that no unsuspecting public stray onto the site. The roads that we
used to use are completely intact but, regrettably, there is no chance of resuming
our operations there. In fact, there is no possibility of using the site for anything
involving human use for the foreseeable future as the costs of renovating the land
and removing the deadly pollutants would be quite astronomical so this wonderful
site just sits there quietly providing a green space and shelter for the wild birds
and mammals of the Cambridgeshire countryside. I think that’s a much better use
for it than the building of a high-density housing development but that’s just my
prejudice.
Tom Ryan

TARGA Rallies
Those of a certain age will recall the days of Targa Timing for road rallies where the clocks at
each time control were set back by the time you were meant to get there so that you recorded
your start number at each control. It was then easy for the navigator of, say car 15, just to shout
out 15 when you got a control – only to find a time recorded of 17 i.e. 2 minutes lost. It was associated with the 1960’s MN (Motoring News as it was) championship rallies which often were over
200 miles and highly competitive. Of course, the essence of the system was that you didn’t know
the time allowed for the section so you just went flat out everywhere, great fun! Officialdom didn’t
like this approach and Targa timing for road rallies was banned in 1988.
Now the word first used by the big Italian Event, Targa Florio, and then by John Brown for the
Oxford University Targa Rusticana rally is back to describe a rally run under road rally regulations which consists of mainly tests with some option of road timing. The event may be totally off
the public road
or use tests at
different locations. I have
been lucky to sit
alongside Gary
Ward in his
1360cc Endurance spec Citroen AX this
year for one
rally of each
type. The
events are run
to road rally
rules which
means there are
no specific car
Test 4 – page 1
classes.
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For the Chelmsford MC
in April the Javalin’s
Jumbo Targa Rally was
split into Masters, Experts and Novice groups
as experience of the
crew but they did manage to split each of these
into an up to and over
1400cc. With a lot of
Enduro competitors takTest 4 – ing up this style of event
there is close competipage 2 tion between the 1400cc
limit cars. The event ran
entirely at Wethersfield
Airfield up in Suffolk. The
rally consisted of 6 tests
with 2 runs of each, the tests taking place on 3 locations around the airfield and run in each direction. As it is a road rally the crew consists of driver/navigator but Chelmsford increase the fun by
allowing an extra entry for the navigator to drive. The tests are run blind i.e. you can’t walk round
them before you drive which may give an advantage to the second driver so Chelmsford reverse
the running order between the pairs in the afternoon. The tests themselves are mainly defined by
lettered cones with one 4 minute test needing to go through the alphabet and carrying on with
AA, BB etc. All tests were over 2 pages which kept the navigator busy not only calling out the
route but turning pages as well. The 2 pages of Test 4 are to the left.
The red (or rather black) blobs on the diagrams were the large type of cones you see thousands
of on the motorways and mostly they were in pairs as gates. There are also letters on the cones
so, in theory, you shouldn’t get lost. The only problem is that there is a lot of long grass on the
large island areas which hides where the cones are and you have to be heading in the right general direction to spot them. Test 4 was twisty enough not to have any extra stop astride lines or
manned Passage Checks which were needed on the more open tests to ensure the average
speed didn’t go over 30mph. Cars are started at one minute intervals which worked ok until the
car in front of us got lost turned round and we both headed for the same cone. Luckily he gave
way and we carried on. All was going well on the tests until we couldn’t find cone H and I thought
we had missed it – we had and a maximum time resulted. We weren’t the only ones to not quite
know where we were going at this point but it did put us down the entry list at lunchtime. The
afternoon went well and we ended up just out of the awards at 4th in the Experts under 1400cc
class and 40th overall. This was not so bad out of an entry of 74. Our total motoring time of 2792
seconds (or 46min 32secs) showed what good value the events are, the entry fee being only £50.
And every one of those seconds the navigator was doing (or should have been doing!) something.
The second Targa rally was completely different taking place down in Somerset and using parts
of stages familiar to those who do the BTRDA Somerset Stages Forest Rally. The event started
in Taunton and with all the formalities completed a run out towards Minehead followed, a test on
the private tarmac Porlock Hill road and 3 tests in Exmoor National Park woods before a lunch
halt at Raleghs Cross. The afternoon runs were a repeat of the morning tests which gave a total
test mileage of 37.4 and a target test time of 74 min 48 secs. Needless to say, we took a bit longer! The tests were all defined by Tulips. The 6.40 miles of Knowle was covered by 37 tulip instructions where more detail of the cone layouts is shown in the information column, a typical
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page is on the right.
You can see from interval mileages
that there was often less than
100m between instructions and
with 13 manned passage checks
where a signature was required
and 7 code boards for the navigator to write down the 6 letters/numbers there was plenty
going on in the left hand seat.
Meanwhile, the driver has his foot
down! One example where the
distance took us a bit by surprise
was in the 8.00 mile Croydon test
as shown in photo A. We had
come from the dust on the left and
should have turned right in front of
Andy Manston photographer but
got there too fast, like many others!
It was a quick slap of brakes on the
loose gravel, a handbrake turn and
back to turn left.
In the photographs (inside front
cover) you can see a fair amount of
dust around as the weather for the
October day was still in summer
mode. One bit of local country/seaside which neither of us saw
in is Photo B which shows the
Bristol Channel as seen from the
Porlock Hill test. The only problem
was that we were always going
uphill with our backs to the view! Lunch time saw us in the top 10 at 9th overall. Third fastest run
on the second run of Porlock set the afternoon runs on a good footing which came to a somewhat inglorious end with the final run at the 8.00 miles of Croydon where we missed the first
cone, overshot a junction and had a big tank slapper. I think the results of a very early start for
Gary from Hillingdon and a foggy drive down were beginning to have an effect and after that
tank slapper it was more of a gingerly end to the stage. We even got caught on the loop, see
Photo C. How we got an extra 30secs penalty for not stopping astride the finish I don’t know.
Anyway, the end result was a final placing of 15th overall out of an entry of 43. The entry fee for
this Targa was higher at £190 due to the forestry costs but for over 1 ½ hours of competitive
motorsport it is still very good value. See you on a Targa event in 2016? We will be there!
Action by Gary Ward, words (spoken and written) by Peter Cox, photos by M and H Photography
(inside front cover).

The Targa Rallies, described by Peter above, are very similar to the DCs Tostig Targa Rallly
which MCAC ran at Woodbridge Airfield on 22nd May - although there were no entries and very
little other support from MCAC members!
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Event Awards 2015
th

WETHERSFIELD STAGES

18 January 2015
Best MCAC/Winners
29th March 2015

Taylour Trophy
WOODBRIDGE STAGES

Best MCAC/Winners
6-7th June

Middleton Trophy
ABINGDON CARNIVAL STAGES

Best MCAC
26th July
Best MCAC

Dr. North Cup
CHRISTINE POXON CELEBRATION
FUN RUN
The Autocar Cup

19th September

SIMPLY SIDEWAYS AUTOSOLO

Best MCAC
5/6th December
st

The Woodhead Cup
ROCKINGHAM STAGES 2015

Best MCAC/1 Class 3

The Woodberry Cup

(4 MCAC)
Chris West / Keith Hounslow
(4 MCAC)
Chris West / Keith Hounslow
(4 MCAC)
Steve Beck / Paul Brown
(17 entries)
Graham Tuer / Tony Phillips /
Val Phillips
(12 MCAC)
Chris Hedges
(7 MCAC)
Dave West / Chris West

Actual Insurance Excuses
1 Coming home I drove into the wrong house and collided with a tree I don’t
have.
2 The other car collided with mine without giving warning of its intentions.
3 I thought my window was down, but I found out it was up when I put my
head through it.
4 I collided with a stationary truck coming the other way.
5 The truck backed through my windscreen into my wife’s face.
6 The pedestrian hit me and went under the car.
7 The guy was all over the road. I had to swerve a number of times before I
hit him.
8 I pulled away from the side of the road, glanced at my mother-in-law, and
headed over the embankment.
9 In my attempt to kill a fly, I drove into a telephone pole.
10 I had been shopping for plants all day and was on my way home. As I
reached the junction a hedge sprang up, obscuring my vision and I did not
see the other car.
11 I had been driving for 40 years when I fell asleep at the wheel and had an
accident.
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Club Championship Annual Award Winners - 2015
Champion Driver

BELL TROPHY

Martin Mansell

Champion Navigator

NAPSPEED TROPHY

Not awarded

Middlesex Challenge Winner

MIDDLESEX CHALLENGE SHIELD

Steve Casey

Runner Up

An Award

Sam Casey

Third Place

An Award

Andrew Williamson

Lady Champion

An Award

Not awarded

Leading Off Road Driver

STEPHENS TROPHY

Chris Hedges

Leading Road Rally Driver

ALEXANDER TROPHY

Gary Ward

Leading Stage Rally Driver

KENSINGTON CUP

Steve Beck

Leading Night Trial Driver

OAKES CUP

Peter Cox

Leading Road Rally Navigator

GAMAGE CUP

Peter Cox

Leading Stage Rally Co-Driver SOUTHGATE CUP

Paul Brown

Leading Night Trial Navigator

Mike Cawthra

LAWSON CUP

Leading Clubman – Organizing CENTENARY TROPHY

Tony Phillips

Leading Clubman – Marshalling JUBILEE CUP

Jaz Bareham

Leading Clubman – Servicing

FINCHLEY CUP

Paul Bareham

Leading Junior Member

THE JUNIOR AWARD

Adam Ripper

Most Active Club Member

CORONATION CUP

Steve Casey

Leading Lady Competitor

LADIES CUP

Jaz Bareham

Most Frequent Competitor

NORMAN TIPPING MEMORIAL CUP Robert Ginn

Best Newcomer

RIDDELL CUP

Robert Ginn

Poxon Award

MIDDLESEX COUNTY CUP

Darren Pike

Silliest Accident

BENGT ARMCO AWARD

Chris Keys

Most Contribution to the Club

PRESIDENTS AWARD

Tony Phillips

